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With the cheeky twist of Jon Klassenâ€™s This Is Not My Hat and the graphic appeal of Mo

Willems, Poor Little Guy will leave kids gigglingâ€¦and begging for rereads! What do you do when

you're so tiny that the bigger ocean creatures think you might even taste adorable? An itsy-bitsy,

glasses-wearing fish is minding his own business when a playful (and hungry) octopus snatches

him right up. Luckily, this poor little guy is not quite as innocent as he seemsâ€¦and he has a BIG

surprise up his sleeve! Told with wit, a wink, and a delightfully dark sense of humor, Poor Little Guy

celebrates the very smallest...and all of their giant victories. Hand this cute but mighty book to fans

of Bob Shea and Dan Krall.
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I have 2 sons and they love this book! It's adorable and, not only are the illustrations great, but it

allows the kids to see the world through a tiny little puffer fish's eyes! Such strength it has for such a

little thing! This is a book you can keep on your shelf for a lifetime!

I would not recommend this book. There are very few words and honestly, the story is not

interesting at all. There is no real "story" to the book, but rather just random words on every other

page. Not recommended.



This is such an adorable book. My 5 and 3 year old were laughing out loud. The illustrations and

adorable story make it a fun read as an adult as well. I love this book so much I even got 2 extra

copies to give as gifts.

My children love this book. They request it over and over again. Its simplicity, clear narrative,

awesome design and color palate, and "don't count out the little guy" message are resonant and

entertaining. Highly recommend it!

This poor little guy just wants to be liked and not picked on so when he's had enough, he puffs up!A

great #PB book that roots for the little guy.Written and illustrated by Elanna Allen, published by Dial

Books for Young Readers.#littleguy #bullying #funny

This book has lovely colors. The story is simple but has a nice surprise twist as every good book

should. There are very few words but this leaves the narrator space to create a dialogue and ask

questions. Imagination is not dead, it's very much alive with this book.

This book is a visual delight to enjoy but more importantly, has a great twist sure to surprise its

audience of adults and kids alike. My two kids (7 and 4) can't get enough of it - they want to read it

again and again, and even better, have learned about the blowfish!

This book has very few words or real sentences. There is no storyline, and the art work is lacking.

The three or four sentences it does contain do not tell a story. I would not recommend this book.
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